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Impuls4Action
FROM INTELLIGENT LAND USE TO SUSTAINABLE MUNICIPALITIES

Future Scenarios in EUSALP Region in Terms of Climate Change by 2035
Future scenarios are descriptions of
alternative long-run options on which
enterprises or terriories or decision
makers can base their actions on view
of achieving the desired objectives.
The development of scenarios for the
four pilot areas was based on the
simplification of Shell method, among
other approaches.
As part of the project, workshops in
four pilot areas, strategic scenario
planning were conducted. The
selection of drivers of change was based on a common one (Soil consumption) and a second one identified by
each pilot area after analysing a series of megatrends and local trends linked to political, economic, social,
technological, environmental and legislative variable. Each pilot area developed four future scenarios during a
workshop facilitated by the project partners with the participation of different stakeholders, identifying the
potential actors that whill have to be involved in order to implement the necessary actions to reach the desired
future scenario.
Toolbox includes in addition to the relevant data, aa well carefully designed graphical represenations from the
young creators named IGLOO TAG TEAM (based at Istituto Artigianelli in Trento) of all future scenarios
generated at the workshops.
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“It was not easy to find a group of
stakeholders that fit the requirements,
are decision takers and available on the
date of the workshop. However, it
worked fine and results were collected.
The format allowed new ways of thinking
due to the approach to think in extreme
scenarios.”

“The technique of explorative scenarios
applied in this small pilot project has
proven to be a very useful
methodological approach when it comes
to describing possible developments in a
specific thematic area (here Inner
Development) as vividly as possible.”

“Our next step is to transfer this scenario
picture to policy makers on Spatial Planning,
and also raise the awareness to the wider
public of the risks of negative scenarios in
terms of sustainable development and climate
change with focus on the Alpine area and
agriculture.”

“This meeting is seen as a starting point for a
more detailed discussions that is taking place
at a political level and in the framework of
the “Valposchiavo Smart Valley Bio” project
which aims to develop a participated vision
for the area for the year 2040.”
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Final conference “Alpine soils
are valuable to all of us!?”
The Final conference of the European project Impuls4Action was held online on the 20th of May with
participants from the whole Alpine area. The key speaker prof. Lučka Kajfež Bogataj from the University of
Ljubljana stressed the importance of the connection between the land and soil being under pressure in the Alps
and the reduced land for farming and wildlife; thus leads reducing food production and biodiversity. With the
ongoing climate change, water scarcity will have global and future effect all of us and even more future
generations. That’s why it is important to include stakeholders from different fields, including youth
representatives, to act locally on the interconnected topics; e.g., less rainfall but at the same time more
extreme weather and drainage of peatlands results in already observable water shortage and increase
frequency of floods and land erosion, thus affecting more agriculture, food production and also infrastructures.
In addition to this, the consumption of land influences not only the economy but also the quality of life. The
reuse of developed land remains low at only 13% and soil degradation is not well monitored. She pointed out:
“As an impulse for action to decision makers a holistic approach is needed, because the topics are interlinked.
Thus, instead of tackling them separately, we must strive for common solutions. Therefore, binding targets
are needed, investments in land recycling and the setting up of connected green infrastructures.”

Furthermore, another strategic initiative - “smart villages of the alpine area was presented. Municipalities
which use the newest technologies to improve the quality of life, local circuits and other services (e.g. inclusive
mobility). Also, as a result of the Alpine Space project, ADO - the online drought observatory platform was
presented starting from data that in the Southern and Eastern Alps precipitation are strongly reduced especially
in spring. Responsible for an entertaining intermezzo, Ania Viero presented her Poetry Slam about the topics. In
the discussion representatives of economy, society, environment, experts and youth representatives debated
about steps toward a more sustainable land and soil use in the EUSALP perimeter. The youth representatives,
especially young farmers witness climate change every day, they realize that awareness-raising is crucial to
speed up the change of mindsets. To achieve a better future, it is necessary to incentivize them with subsidies
for sustainable agriculture, with a focus on new technologies. Sustainable development does not only mean
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protecting the environment but also a smart way to live. This is why inner development has a key role to not
only protect land consumption but to be aligned with the needs of the younger generation - i.e., digital
infrastructure and green mobility - which would ensure economical and environmentally friendly growth. First
steps are undertaken; however, it is not enough to have ambitious goals, more concrete implementation
actions are needed and the exchange between diverse stakeholders should be intensified.

To protect our Alpine soils, the time to act is NOW!
The toolbox provides relevant data, best practices, contacts of expert, methods and projects on
www.impuls4action.eu about the 3 topics to interested and concerned parties at local and
regional level in the EUSALP area.
The toolbox is meant to trigger local and regional action on Alpine Region’s specific issues in line
with the EUSALP declaration of “Sustainable land use and soil protection”.

OPEN THE TOOLBOX HERE!

Since TOOLBOX aims to be helpful, COMMUNITY DRIVEN REPOSITORY of useful information
about the sustainable land use and soil protection, you are WELCOME TO SUBMIT any good
practice!
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